GAME RULES

I LUV SUITS
PROGRESSIVE
In I Luv Suits, the players and the dealer receive seven cards each.
The dealer qualifies with a three card, nine high flush. The player’s
hand is made of the highest number of cards in a given suit.
To play against the dealer, the player must make an Ante wager.
After viewing their cards, to continue to play against the dealer, the
player must make a Play wager equal to the Ante wager. If their
hand is a six or seven card flush, a player may bet up to three times
(3x) the Ante. If the hand is a five-card flush, the player may place
up to two times (2x) the Ante. If the hand is a four-card flush or less,
the player may place a Play wager one times (1x) the Ante. The
hand with the highest number of cards of the same suit wins.
If the player’s hand beats the dealer’s, the Ante and Play bets win
even money; if the player ties, those bets push.
RANKING OF HANDS
The highest hand is the hand with the highest number of cards in
one suit, along with the highest-ranking card if the dealer and player
have the same number of flush cards. A straight flush holds no
value other than the value of the individual cards. A straight flush
does have value for the Super Flush Rush wager.
FLUSH RUSH
The player wins on the Flush Rush spot when they are dealt a fourcard flush or better. Players must place an Ante wager in order to
play the Flush Rush. The Flush Rush winning wager is always paid,
regardless of the dealer’s hand.
FLUSH RUSH PAY TABLE

Player’s Flush Rush Hand

Payout Odds

7 suited cards.........................................................100 to 1
6 suited cards......................................................... 20 to 1
5 suited cards......................................................... 10 to 1
4 suited cards......................................................... 2 to 1
SUPER FLUSH RUSH
The player wins on the Super Flush Rush spot when they are dealt
a three-card straight flush or better. The player must place an Ante
wager in order to play the Super Flush Rush. The winning Super
Flush Rush wager is always paid, regardless of the dealer’s hand.
SUPER FLUSH RUSH PAY TABLE
Player’s Super Flush Rush Hand

Payout Odds

7 suited cards in straight.........................................500 to 1
6 suited cards in straight.........................................200 to 1
5 suited cards in straight.........................................100 to 1
4 suited cards in straight......................................... 50 to 1
3 suited cards in straight......................................... 9 to 1

MAXIMUM PAYOUT
The maximum aggregate payout per player during any one round is
$35,000.
Side wagers are prohibited.
I Luv Suits Poker Progressive is an optional progressive bet. The
bet considers the best hand possible among each individual player’s
cards. When there is more than one (1) qualified progressive
jackpot hand, requiring the 100% payout, the jackpot is divided
equally amongst each qualifying 100% winner.
If multiple progressive payout percentage hands hit during the same
round, the 100% is paid first. The progressive jackpot will then be
reseeded. All other qualifying percentage payouts will be paid from
the reseeded amount. The dealer will start the pay sequence from
the dealer’s farthest right, and continue from right to left. Multiple
qualifying progressive winners other than the percentage payouts
are paid according to the Progressive Pay Table.
PROGRESSIVE PAY TABLE
Player’s Hand

Pay Table*

7 Card Straight Flush OR
6 Card Royal Flush (A,K,Q,J,T,9 Suited).......................100%
6 Card Straight Flush,
King High or Lower........................................................10%
5 Card Straight Flush....................................................$300
4 Card Straight Flush......................................................$50
3 Card Straight Flush........................................................$3
*Original Wager is not returned.

